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Abstract. Due to the active step of urbanization and rapid development of industry the external appearance
of buildings and architectural monuments of urban environment from visual ecology position requires
special attention. Dust deposition by polluted atmospheric air is one of the key aspects of degradation of the
facades of buildings. With the help of modern computer modeling methods it is possible to evaluate the
impact of polluted atmospheric air on the external facades of the buildings in order to save them.

1 Introduction
Nowadays due to the active step of urbanization and
rapid development of industry, the appearance of
historical buildings and architectural and cultural
monuments of modern cities requires special attention.
Dust deposition by polluted air is one of the key aspects
of the deterioration of the facades of buildings. Owing to
the modern computer modeling methods, it is possible to
evaluate the impact of dusty ambient air on the external
facades of buildings in order to save them, because it is a
demonstration of architectural, structural and design
features of various temporary periods.

2 Current state of the problem of
contaminated air influence on the
appearance of historical buildings and
architectural monuments
Air pollution is associated with natural processes, such
as cosmic dust, volcanic activity, dust forms as a result
of destruction of rocks etc., also with anthropogenic
processes, associated with the development of industry,
agriculture and household economy, transport activity
etc. [1,10].
The World Health Organization acknowledged the
negative impact of polluted atmospheric air on the health
of inhabitants of cities, and the most dangerous
pollutants for human, in addition to nitrogen oxides,
sulfur dioxide, carbon monoxide and ground-level
ozone, are particulate matters – PM 10 and PM 2,5 . Their
inclusion in the list of especially dangerous pollutants
gave a powerful impetus to the development of a large
number of studies on the treatment of these particles in
different conditions and for different types of economic
activities in order to reduce their content in the
atmospheric air.
*

Based on studies conducted in Italy, the effect of air
pollution on cultural heritage of the country was found.
It turned out, that about 30% of destructions and
damages to monuments and works of art took place
because of air pollution [2]. Joint effect of aggressive
solid, liquid and gaseous contaminants in the air
combined with high humidity of ambient air reduce the
endurance term of the different structural pieces and in
general all building and facilities [3]. On the external
facades of buildings black crusts are formed and dust is
deposited due to impact of gases and particles, leading to
undesirable aesthetic effects and also compromising the
integrity of the materials [4].

3 Visual ecology as a new scientific
direction
In the study of contamination regularities of historical
buildings and architectural monuments it is necessary to
consider the following aspects in total in order to achieve
the best results in this field: physical aspect (it considers
degradation of the exterior facades of buildings by
means of dust, acid deposition, etc.), as well as visual
aspect, covering visual perception of the environment
[1].
Visual ecology is a science which studies and
explains origins and mechanisms from the standpoint of
modern psychophysiological science and gives
theoretical basis for development of ecological principles
of creation of material objects, which would respond the
standards of a comfortable visual perception of the
human environment [5]. The essence of the comfortable
visual environment concept can be explained by the
theory of «saccade automation» position in the example
of the natural environment – a forest [6]. The term
«saccade», introduced in the usage by Russian scientist
V.A. Filin, represents quick eye movements aimed to
change an observed object. It emphasizes the need of
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Further in the computer software STATISTICA [25]
the values of Pearson’s criterion and Kolmogorov’s
criterion were obtained. The significant level of 5% was
adopted (Fig. 3). The observing values of the criterions
should be less than the theoretical values for submission
to the logarithmic-normal distribution [16, 17, 18].

constantly updating the attentional objects [7]. In a forest
landscape the number of elements for an eye analysis is
uncountable, including visual dominants (single tree,
open views, water, etc.). Upon the infinite transition
from one element to another element it is capable for
our eyes to have a rest [6].

4 The experimental part
4.1 Experimental Installation Description and
the Methods of Research
In order to reduce the level of aggressiveness of urban
visual environment by maintaining the external
appearance of historical buildings and monuments of
architecture and culture, we conduct the researches
allowing to study in total physical and visual aspects of
contamination of building constructions. Data were
obtained and processed for the period of 2014 - 2016. It
was solved to create two sampling sites: №1 - in Central
district of Volgograd (Russia) in close proximity to the
main highway of the city; №2 - in Krasnoslobodsky
district (Volgograd region, Russia) away from busy
roads (habitat). In order to study visual aspect of
contamination of building constructions, the sampling
sites were painted in the colours of buildings of the
Stalin Era architecture (Fig. 1). Therefore, owing to the
visual analysis of the sampling sites we can make
conclusions on the extent of degradation of the external
facades (dust, discoloration etc.) [5, 8, 9].

Fig. 2. Micrograph of the dust sample in the computer software
Image J.

Fig. 3. The computer software STATISTICA.

4.2 Processing of the results
The results of the experimental studies of the dust
samples were processed in selected urban environment
and habitat for the period of 2014-2016. The results of
the samples taken in the autumn 2015 on the site № 1
(Fig. 4) and in the autumn 2016 (Fig.5) were compared.
In the Fig. 4 the histogram of numerical distribution
of the dust particles, selected in the autumn 2015 on the
sampling site №1, is submitted. The amount of particles
was 100 units. The size of the measured particles is in
range from 0.79 µm to 57.232 µm. The predominant
sizes of dust particles are 2.5-5 µm. The observed values
of the criterions are less than the theoretical values
(Table 1).
In the Fig. 5 the histogram of numerical distribution
of the dust particles, selected in the autumn 2016 on the
sampling site №2 is submitted. The amount of particles
was 100 units. The size of the measured particles is
ranged from 1.249 µm to 25.178 µm. The predominant
sizes of dust particles are 8-10 µm. The observed values
of the criterions are less than the theoretical values
(Table 2).

Fig. 1. Model of the sampling site: 1-white, 2-beige, 3-vinous,
4-grey, 5-yellow, 6-black.

The microscopic analysis of the dust samples were
produced by using a scanning electron microscope Versa
3D Dual Beam. The chemical (elemental) composition
of the samples were studied by scanning transmission
electron microscopy (STEM). The dispersion analysis of
the samples were produced by microscopic studies of
micrographs using the computer software Image J (Fig.
2) [24]. According to the results, integral and differential
curves, histograms of numerical distribution of particle’s
diameter to the probabilistic-logarithmic coordinate
system are modeled, where D(d p ),% - a share of a total
mass of particles, which consists of particles with a
diameter less than d [14, 22, 23].
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The highest concentration of fine particles is
observed during the summer period in urban
environment (Fig. 6). The size of the measured particles
is in range from 0.559 µm to 25.983 µm. The
predominant sizes of dust particles are 2-4 µm. The
observed values of the criterions are less than the
theoretical values (Table 3).
Based on the results the distributions are close to the
logarithmic-normal. At the same time the size of
particles in the habitat is lager than in the urban
environment [19, 20, 21].
Fig. 6. The histogram of numerical distribution of dust
particles on the sampling site №1 (summer 2016).
Table 3. Values of the criterions according to the data on the
site №1 (autumn 2016).

Table 1. Values of the criterions according to the data on the
site №1 (autumn 2015).
Pearson’s Criterion χ2
Theoretical
value
67.328

Kolmogorov’s Criterion
Observed
Value
0.11476

Kolmogorov’s Criterion

Observed
Value
1.69971

Observed
Value
0.01773

Theoretical
value
67.328

Theoretical
value
0.13403

For an assessment of regularities of distribution of
particulate composition of the dust samples, integral
curves of mass distribution on equivalent diameters of
particles in probabilistic-logarithmic grid were
considered, where D (d p ),% - a share of a total mass of
particles, which consists of particles with a diameter less
than d [11, 12, 13, 15].

Fig. 4. The histogram of numerical distribution of dust
particles on the sampling site №1 (autumn 2015).

Observed
Value
13.00845

Pearson’s Criterion χ2

Theoretical
value
0.13403

Fig. 5. The histogram of numerical distribution of dust
particles on the sampling site №2 (autumn 2016).
Table 2. Values of the criterions according to the data on the
site №2 (autumn 2016).
Pearson’s Criterion χ2
Observed
Theoretical
Value
value
11.31524

67.328

Fig. 7. Integral curve of mass distribution of dust particles on
diameters on the sampling site №1 (summer 2016)

Kolmogorov’s Criterion
Observed
Theoretical
Value
value
0.11763

The integral curve (Fig. 7) shows, that Kolmogorov’s
law is observed only on certain areas, it can be
represented by a two-unit spline. In general one can
speak about a truncated logarithmic-normal distribution.

0.13403
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Fig. 10. Micrograph of the dust sample on the site № 1
(autumn 2016)

Fig. 8. Chemical (elemental) composition on the sampling site
№1 (autumn 2016)

5 Conclusion

The analysis of chemical (elemental) composition of
the samples, taken in the autumn 2016 on the site № 1
(urban environment) and on the site 2 № (habitat) shows,
that the main components of the samples are the
following substances: O, Si, Ca, S, Ti, was less
significant content of components, such as Al, K, Na,
Mg, Fe. There is similar elemental composition on both
sampling sites. Concentration on the site № 1 is higher
because it is located in the urban environment, except for
the concentration of Si, which is higher on the site № 2
(habitat).

The need to preserve architectural heritage of historical
and cultural value is getting more significant. At the
same time it is very important to develop environment
dynamically to sustain life activities in general. As
modern life high rate does not allow an individual
permanently or most of the time to be in a natural
environment, the primary goal of visual ecology is to
adapt urban environment to a comfortable perception by
human. Due to the implementation of methods described
in the article for the safety of building constructions and
architectural monuments can be achieved the best results
in this field of town planning [1].
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